Thank You!

This Christmas generous donors and community partner, Heritage Community Fitness and Rehabilitation Centre, have helped raise over $33,000 for needed patient care equipment at the Carleton Place & District Memorial Hospital!

The following donations have been gratefully received in memory of loved ones...

Floyd and Cheryle Anderson in memory of Marylou and Claude Lansdowne
Robyn Arsenault in memory of Grandma Dora and Vic Grubisic
Sandy Baird in memory of Bill Baird
Alison Ball in memory of Jeremy Ball
Madonna Ball in memory of Carl Ball
Kim and Joan Bennett in memory of their son William
Mary Bowman in family in memory of Grace and Stephen Cavanaugh
Amy Brown in memory of William Brown
David and Lorelei Brunton in memory of Keith Brunton
Irwin Brunton in memory of Keith Brunton
Chris and Marjorie Bryant in memory of McGregor and Bryant families
Isabel Bryza in memory of Bob Bryza and Eddie & Hazel Nisbett
Anne Buchanan in memory of George Buchanan
Susan Burke in memory of Karen Thibau
Cynthia Cameron-Whalen and Mary Whalen in memory of Erwin MacFarlane
Marjorie Campbell and Family in memory of Earl and Mary McDermid
Doug Campbell and Cathy & Neil Thomas
Joan Code in memory of Bill Code
Michael and Elizabeth Connolly in memory of John Neave
Bev and Geoffrey Cooper in memory of Jim McGregor
Fran and Don Cooper in memory of Don Ferrall
Joan Coyles in memory of Elmer and Michael Coyles
Doug and Joyce Derraugh in memory of Jean and George Derraugh
Ron and Roland Diewar in memory of their mother Eda Diewar
Christine Dixon in memory of Mr. and Mrs. D.J. Dixon
Hilda Docker in memory of her late husband, Sandy
Earl Donaldson in memory of Larry "Squeak" Edwards R.C.R. Comrade
Rick and Martha Duncan in memory of Ted & Inez Amott and Neil & Kay Duncan
Ina Dunlop in memory of George B. Dunlop
Norah Eddy in memory of Gordon Eddy
Bryan and Teresa Edwards in memory of Alexander R. and Evelyn Edwards and Lawrence Hutchings
Shirley Featherstone in memory of Ronnie Scott
Doug Ferguson in memory of Dr. C. Dob
Betty Ann Findlay in memory of Bill Findlay
Mary Ford in memory of Joel Marshall and Earl Ford
Arnold Foster in memory of Ann Foster
Harold Garet in memory of Valerie and Syd Garet
Gerald Graham in memory of Mary Graham
Lisa Grant in memory of Donald Ford
Doug Grant in memory of Lyall Grant
Richard Greene in memory of Charles and Lydia Larmour
Isabel Hawkins in memory of Robert Hawkins
Michael Heartfield in memory of Audrey Heartfield
Elizabeth Hendy in memory of Mary and Wilfred Hendy
Margaret Hick in memory of Brian Hick
George and Lenore Jackson in memory of Marjorie Cochrane
Michael and Joyce Jaques in memory of Gregory Cooke
Colin and Diane Johnson in memory of Judy Makacsa
Davis and Arlene Jones in memory of their son Stephen Jones, parents Norman & Audrey Shill and Eliston & Louella Jones
René and Jean Jones in memory of Sam Lough, Bill Harper, Bob Hawkins and Charlie Godfrey
Wayne Kenney in memory of Lorraine Kenney and Don Dowdall
Ralph Langtry in memory of Naomi Langtry
Edward and Sandra Laughlin in memory of Audrey Drader and my brother Ed
Elaine Leah in memory of Ken Leach
Zelda Letts in memory of her mom, Lily D. Letts
David and Debbie Lybe in memory of Carey Lybe
Moira MacPherson in memory of her brother, Martin Dakers
Robert McCormack in memory of Jack McCormack
Margaret McEwen in memory of Keith McEwen
Bill and Pam McGregor in memory of Aunt Dolly Thomas of Birmingham, England
Lynda McNeely in memory of Grant McNeely
John and Marlene Millar in memory of Scott Millar
Helene Milward in memory of Ted Millard
Audrey O’Donnell in memory of Alice Brodie and Margaret Phillips
Patricia Owen in memory of Bruce L. Owen
Mike and Cathy Parkman in memory of Peter Parkman
Gayle Portious in memory of her dear husband Lloyd; children Morgan, Christine, and Janet; and also her dear daughter in-law, Sharian Donna Potvin in memory of Eda

The following donations have been gratefully received “Because” & In Honour of...

Joan Bray because... everyone is so kind at our Hospital!
Manuel Da Silva because... I want to help my community
James and Lynda Foster because... we would like to wish a very Merry Christmas to Brian and Marilyn Wilks
Michael Hammell because... I appreciate the work you do!
Eurico Martins and Family because... of the equipment we need to buy for the Hospital
Terry and Alana McLennan because... this is our Christmas wish
Stephanie McConnell because... the Hospital is part of my family’s community
Etye McCooeye because... of family members who have been treated here

The following donations have been gratefully received by Generous Donors...

Wayne and Janice Campbell
Timothy and Rosemary Campbell
James Caswell
Robert Cavanagh
Susan Clarke and Family
Mary Ellen Cooke
Linda and Mark Conley
Anthony and Laurie-Anne Copple
Berne and Charlotte Costello
Paul Davies
Lorna Anne Davis
Doreen De Coster
Ernesto Delgado
Blanche Dezell
Nora Dunlop
Bernadette Edwards
Barbara Enright
Carol Anne Enard
Anna Fauchin
Donna and Bob Fairbairn
Robin Ferrall
Paul France
William Fraser
Beatrice Fraser
Kathryn Fyfe, Gordon Bell and Family
Jackie and Margaret Gallipae
Sherry Gardner
Judy Garrett
Debra Kallbashewiuki
James Kelly
James Kelly
John and Donna Kerry
Elon Kilkham
Kent Kirkpatrick
Maureen Flagg and Paul Koens
Paul Koens
Peter and Jadwiga Kufke
Vicky Land
Janice Lang
D. Lang
Ron Latham
Gary Leahy
Phyllis Hiderbrandt
Zita Holihan
Lillian Holmes
Valkyrie Jensen
William and Linda Johnston
Joyce Jones
Debra Kallbashewiuki
James Kelly
John and Louise Link
Lyam Lockhart
David and Lois Lowry
Joanna Lucisan
Andrea Lyon
John Mackenzie
Gordon and Lorna MacNabb
Glenda Mahoney
Geoff Main
Brenda K. Mann
Mary and Joanne Martin
James Mathieson
Bobby Maxwell
Laura McKinnon
Linda McNeely
Margaret McEwen in memory of Keith McEwen
Bill and Pam McGregor in memory of Aunt Dolly Thomas of Birmingham, England
Lynda McNeely in memory of Grant McNeely
Jean and Marlene Millar in memory of Scott Millar
Helene Milward in memory of Ted Millard
Audrey O’Donnell in memory of Alice Brodie and Margaret Phillips
Patricia Owen in memory of Bruce L. Owen
Mike and Cathy Parkman in memory of Peter Parkman
Gayle Portious in memory of her dear husband Lloyd; children Morgan, Christine, and Janet; and also her dear daughter in-law, Sharian Donna Potvin in memory of Eda

The following donations have been gratefully received by Generous Donors...

Rachelle Abbott
Amanda Alania
James and Ruth Alexander
Helen Anderson
Jenna Anderson
Helene Anderson
Lifton Anderson
Theo Arsenault
Maureen Armstrong
Robert Barber
Ronald and Penny Barkley
Susan Barkley
Fraser Barrie
Miguel and Clara Biggar
Elizabeth Bird
David and Lucille Broadway
Pam and Alice Born
Norman Brooks
Chris and Maryann Bryant
Devar and Margaret Burnett
Allen Burns
Maryanne Burns
A. M. Cameron

A BIG Thank You to Heritage Community Fitness and Rehabilitation Centre who matched this year’s Christmas donations up to $5,000!
Thank you for everyone making a difference in your community!

For more information about the Carleton Place & District Memorial Hospital Foundation, the patient care equipment we raise funds for or to make a donation, please contact us at:
Carleton Place & District Memorial Hospital Foundation | 211 Lake Avenue East, Carleton Place, ON, K7C 1J4 | 613-257-2200 x 856
foundation@carletonplacehosp.com | cpdmhfoundation.ca | Twitter and Facebook: @CPDMHFoundation
Charitable Registration #86610 5398 RR001

Thank you also to all those who purchased gifts for their loved ones from our Gifts of Health Gift Catalogue this Christmas!
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